
Applied to flooring heating system and other heating methods 

●  Super large screen, LED backlight

●  Room temperature and time display

●  Permanent memory function after power off

● Celsius or Fahrenheit

● 7-day programable, 6 periods setting

Power: 85~275VAC

Temperature range display: 5℃～45℃/41℉～113℉

Temperature precision: 0.5℃/0.5℉

Working temperature: 0℃～+50℃(32℉～122℉)

Max.overload current: 6(3)A

Overall size: 125mmX83.5mmX30.5mm
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① Manual mode

Temperature operation range:5-45℃(41.0-113℉), Only one
period setting is available in one day.

② Automatic mode
Setting more periods in one day and maximum periods can be 6.
Each ending time is next start time. 7days, from Monday to
Sunday. Ending time is next start time.

③ Energy saving mode

Temperature operation range: 5-20℃(41.0-68℉), Only one
period setting is available in one day.

① System time adjustment
Adjust year, month, day, hour, minute and week.

② Temperature display
Celsius  or Fahrenheit can be chosen. When no action, just show
“ROOM”. Refresh temperature value at every 10s.

Range is 5-45℃(41.0-113℉), show one digit. Power on at the first 

time, the default value is 21℃ (70℉),press “▲” or“▼”, adjust 

0.5℃(0.5℉) each time.
1 "▲": Increasing. press one time to increase the data once.

2 "▼": Decreasing. press one time to decrease the data once.

3 "MODE”: Mode switch. Press this key to switch between manual,
auto and energy saving modes over cyclically. When it’s
in service, press and hold this key, it will enter data sett-

                  ing.

5 "    ”: Power. When it’s off, press this key, it’ll be in service. 
When it’s in service, press this key, it’ll be off. Automatic 
memory is available when it’s on and off. If power is off 
by accident and connect power again, it will keep the last 
status of power. When it’s off, screen just shows current 
temperature.

 There are 5 keys:”MODE”  “▲”  “▼”  “     ”  “    ”.

4 "    ”: Set /confirm
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When sensor is faulty, this equipment will do self diagnosis. Screen 
will show fault code and shut down output. After getting rid of 
fault, it recovers automatically

After power is off, the last data will be reserved. When power is on 
again, it will recover last data automatically.



By “MODE” key , you can choose manual, automatic and 

energy saving mode in circle. Meanwhile, display screen 

will show corresponding “MANU” “AUTO” and “     ”.

1. Press”    ”is to set temperature value

2. Press"▲"�or"▼"is to adjust temperature

3. Press"    ”�to confirm the setting

In auto mode, the user can set 7-day programming

1. Press"      ", the day symbol flashes

2. ▲"or" " to choose the day of the weekPress" ▼
3. "      "to set periods of each dayPress

4. ▲"or" " to choose the number of period.Press" ▼
Maximum periods can reach 6 and minimum period can be 1

5. "      ",period 1 ends up and hour is flashingPress

6. ▲"or" " to end up hour settingPress" ▼
7. "      ",period 1 ends up, minute is flashingPress

8. ▲"or" " to end up minute settingPress" ▼
9. "      ",temperature value is flashingPress

10. ▲"or" " to increase or decrease thePress" ▼
temperature value

!

In this mode, there is no period. Only temperature value 
setting is available

Press”    ” to adjust temperature by "▲"or"▼", press ”     ”

again to confirm the setting
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When it’s on, hold MODE for 3seconds, then, it goes into 

parameters setting. Show No. 1-7, press "▲"�or "▼"�to 

choose the number and press "������"�to set parameters . 

After setting , refresh the time interface . After 4seconds

of setting mode without touching any key , it will retreat

from setting mode automatically.�����
System parameters

① Date and time setting

② Spare

③�Switch between Celsius and Fahrenheit

④ Anti frost mode choice

⑤�Spare

⑥�Spare�
⑦�Spare�

When the main temperature part shows 1, press"��������"��and
"▲"  "▼"in sequence to adjust week, year, month ,day, hour

and minute.  ( When number is flashing, make choices and 

press ”    ” to confirm and save data.)

3 sec. 
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When the main temperature part shows 3 , press “     ”and enter 
the setting of Celsius and Fahrenheit . On the main temperature 
screen , it shows current temperature unit . Choose the unit by

pressing "▲”or“▼", press “    ” again to confirm and save data.

When the main temperature screen shows 4 and press”    ”, it 
enters anti frost mode setting. Date and month area show the 
current glittering anti frost mode “00” or ”01” . Make choice

by pressing  "▲”or“▼", 00 means it doesn’t start up anti frost.
01 means it starts up anti frost. Press “   ”to confirm and save
data.
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During normal service, Press “▲” or “▼” to change temporary 

temperature . Press “▲” or “▼”means increase or decrease 
temperature, if there is no actions within 3seconds, temporary 
temperature works.

!
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Fault code of internal temperature sensor is “E1”.
If a fault occurs, the output relay turns off and heats up. After
the fault is removed, automatic recovery to normal work.
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Mounting and Installation
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Pic.1 : Loose the base screw.

Pic.2: Separate the base from the cover.

Pic.3: Mount the base on the wall with fastening screws.

Pic.4: After connecting the wire, push the base to the cover 

till you hear “click”.

Pic.5: Fix  the base screw with driver.
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